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TRANSMITTER FOR SENDIHg^IGNALS OVER WIRELESS CHANNELS
AND A METHOD OF SENDINgIhGN^ CHANNELS^—

Background Information

The present invention is based on a transmitter for sending signals over wireless channels and

5 a method of sending signals over wireless channels according to the definition ofthe species

of the independent patent claims.

ijj Predistortion ofOFDM signals (OFDM = orthogonal frequency division multiplex),

r

J specifically according to the transfer properties of the amplifier in the transmitter, is already

f0 known from M. Schrader and N. Hentati "Reduktion von AuBerbandstrahlung von

J| Sendestufen im DAB-COFDM-System [Reducing out-of-band radiation of transmitter stages

I :
u in the DAB-COFDM system]" OFDM Fachgesprache, September 1998, Braunschweig,

! printed in the conference volume. This is necessary because OFDM signals require good

%4 linearity of the amplifier in the transmitter due to the great difference between the large and

JS small amplitudes occurring in OFDM signals, i.e., the dynamics or amplitude variance,

because all OFDM signal amplitudes are to be amplified linearly. The article referenced

above describes a feedback system for predistortion, where a portion ofthe amplified OFDM

signal is fed back and compared with a buffered OFDM signal to determine the transfer

properties of the amplifier in the transmitter. The buffered OFDM signal is the OFDM signal

20 which is then amplified and fed back. Since the properties of the OFDM signal are very

similar to those of a noise signal, this requires high-quality synchronization ofthe buffered

OFDM signal and the amplified OFDM signal.

Advantages of the Invention

25

The transmitter according to the present invention for sending signals over wireless channels

and the method according to the present invention of sending signals over wireless channels
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having the features of the independent patent claims has the advantage that a test signal is

input into the OFDM signal to determine the transfer properties of the amplifier. This has the

advantage that the complete transfer properties of the amplifier are determined, and thus

better predistortion of the OFDM signals is possible.

5

Another advantage is that through the use of a suitable test signal, synchronization can be

performed more easily with the feedback test signal and a buffered test signal.

Another advantage is that the test signal is only input at preset intervals, thus minimizing any

10 negative effect on the signal sent due to this input.

Advantageous refinements of and improvements on the transmitter and the method

M characterized in the independent patent claims are possible through the measures

%B characterized in the dependent claims.

i|

f It is especially advantageous that differential phase modulation, preferably differential

quadrature phase shift keying, is used as the modulation method for imposing information on

the OFDM signals. This has the advantage that the receiver need not determine an absolute

: : phase but instead need only determine the phase shift between the signals for demodulation.

20

hi In addition, another advantage is that the test signal has an envelope which is not dependent

on time. This minimizes the influence of the test signal on the measurement itself.

It is advantageous that the amplitude ofthe test signal is increased incrementally to determine

25 the transfer properties of the amplifier. A transfer characteristic of the amplifier is thus

determined incrementally.

Another advantage is that the test signal has an amplitude such that the control settings ofthe

amplifier are fully adjusted with it. This saves time and bandwidth in determining the

30 transfer characteristic. To then determine individual sections of the transfer characteristic,

samples of this test signal are used to determine the transfer properties.

In addition, it is advantageous that the test signal is input into a synchronization symbol of
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the signals, so that no bandwidth is lost for useful data.

Drawing

5 Embodiments of the present invention are illustrated in the drawing and are explained in

greater detail in the following description. Figure 1 shows a block diagram ofan OFDM

transmitter according to the present invention; Figure 2 shows a DAB frame, and Figure 3

shows a method according to the present invention for sending signals over wireless

channels.

10

Description of Embodiments

M Orthogonal frequency division multiplex (OFDM) is a well-known and successful method

vj for mobile wireless applications. In OFDM, signals to be transmitted are distributed among

IS multiple subcarriers, each subcarrier having a certain frequency interval from the others, so

f ^ that the signals distributed among the subcarriers do not cause mutual interference. This is

described as orthogonal.

OFDM is therefore used for digital wireless transmission methods, in particular for mobile

20 reception, e.g., by way ofcar radios, including DAB (Digital Audio Broadcasting), DVB

%-l (Digital Video Broadcasting) and DRM (Digital Radio Mondial). These wireless

transmission methods profit from the property ofOFDM that, when frequency-selective

damping occurs, only a small portion of the wireless signal transmitted has interference,

because the wireless signal has been distributed among a plurality of frequencies and the only

25 signal component containing interference is transmitted at a frequency at which there is

strong damping. The signal component containing interference is corrected by error detecting

and correcting measures. Such error detecting and correcting measures include error

detecting and correcting codes such as block codes or convolution codes.

30 In OFDM, after the signals to be transmitted have been distributed among the subcarriers,

they are added up in the time interval of the distributed signals, and the amplitudes may be

added up in such a way that the amplitudes of the superimposed signal assume a very large

value at certain times and also assume a very small value at other times. This depends on the
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phase relationship ofthe signal components being added, namely whether the signals are

added constructively or destructively. An amplifier in the transmitter has the function of

amplifying all amplitudes equally, so there is no nonlinear distortion.

Predistortion is used to take into account the transfer properties of the amplifier in the

transmitter. To determine a transfer characteristic ofthe amplifier, a signal amplified by the

amplifier must be compared with the original signal. The OFDM signal is a challenge due to

the uncorrected sequence of amplitudes occurring due to addition of the individual signal

components, because it is difficult to synchronize the original OFDM signal with the

amplified OFDM signal.

For amplification ofOFDM signals, the amplifier should be operated only in the linear range.

Ifa signal transmitted at a certain frequency is applied to a nonlinear characteristic curve,

e.g., that ofthe amplifier, frequency components occur at multiples of this specific

frequency. Ifthese multiples are outside the transmission frequency spectrum, this is known

as out-of-band radiation, because signal energy is then transmitted outside the available

spectrum and is thus lost for the purposes of signal transmission because a receiver will filter

out the out-of-band radiation. In addition, the out-of-band radiation will interfere with other

transmission systems used at frequencies at which this out-of-band radiation occurs.

Ifthere are new frequency components within the available transmission frequency spectrum,

unwanted signal components are demodulated in the receiver. This results in crosstalk. This

significantly worsens the signal quality and thus also the bit error rate of the received signal.

The bit error rate indicates how many bits per received bit are detected incorrectly. Error

detecting codes are used to determine the bit error rate. After distribution of the signals to be

transmitted among the subcarriers, the OFDM signal is like a noise signal, individual

amplitude peaks being able to drive the amplifier of the transmitter into the nonlinear range.

Therefore, predistortion ofthe OFDM signal is necessary so that the characteristic curve of

the amplifier will not have any effect on the spectrum of the OFDM signal.

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of an OFDM transmitter according to the present invention.

A data source 1 here serves to generate data. Data source 1 here is a microphone having

electronics connected to it for amplifying and digitizing speech signals converted by the
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microphone. Microphone 1 converts sound waves into analog electric signals, which are

amplified and digitized by electronic components connected to the microphone. The digital

data stream generated from these speech signals leads to a source coding 2. This source

coding 2 is performed by a processor

5

Source coding 2 reduces the number of bits formed from the speech signals by having source

coding 2 remove redundancy from the digital data stream. By using psychoacoustic models,

data not necessary for reproduction ofthe speech signals is removed from the speech signals.

After source coding 2, the data stream thus reduced is sent to an OFDM modulator 3.

10 Moreover, in addition to speech signals, other data such as text data, image data and video

data can also be transmitted. Then source coding is performed specifically for the given type

of data.

OFDM modulator 3 first performs a differential phase modulation of the signals to be

"15 transmitted. Differential quadrature phase shift keying or DQPSK is used for this purpose,

fZ DQPSK is a digital modulation method in which the signal phase shift is modulated. The

*C phase shift in a certain interval of time, i.e., per bit, is used as the modulation signal. A phase

L4= shift of±90° is used here. Differential modulation methods have the advantage that no

absolute value need be determined in the receiver to demodulate the signals because the

2:4) information transmitted is contained in the phase shift of the signals transmitted. A bit string

11 of 1 10 thus leads to a phase shift of +90° each for the two ones and -90° for the zero.

In addition to DQPSK, other differential and nondifferential phase modulation methods may

also be used. However, it is also possible to use amplitude or frequency modulation methods

25 here.

DQPSK is a complex modulation method because the bits ofthe bit stream carried in OFDM

modulator 3 are mapped in phase shifts. If a phase of a signal is shifted, a complex plane is

used for the graphic representation ofthe signals as vectors, a real component being on the

30 abscissa and an imaginary component on the ordinate. A signal having a phase of>0 is

rotated counterclockwise by this phase in the complex plane starting from the abscissa. Ifa

90° phase shift is performed four times, this leads back to the starting signal. Thus, four

modulation states which can be differentiated mutually are possible with DQPSK.
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In addition to differential QPSK, OFDM modulator 3 distributes the signals to be

demodulated among the subcarriers, resulting in an OFDM signal. A complex signal is

obtained as a result ofDQPSK performed by OFDM modulator 3, so a first and a second

data output ofOFDM modulator 3 are connected to a first a and second data input of a

5 predistorter 4 to separately process two components of the signal, the imaginary component

and the real component.

Predistorter 4 distorts the signals coming from OFDM modulator 3 according to a transfer

characteristic of amplifier 8. The transfer characteristic of amplifier indicates how the

10 amplitudes and phases ofthe amplifier output signal vary as a function of the amplitudes of

the amplifier input signal. Predistorter 4 inverts this characteristic to perform the

predistortion, with a linear gain factor of amplifier 8 being calculated out, so that

M predistortion does not lead to damping of the signals coming from OFDM modulator 3.

^jj Predistorter 4 is implemented on a digital signal processor. The data regarding the

l| characteristic of amplifier 8 is obtained by predistorter 4 via a third data input from a

measurement module 12.

14 After predistorter 4, the predistorted signals go to an input 5. The signals are still complex, so

!_
'f

that two data outputs lead from predistorter 4 to input 5. Input 5 inserts a test signal into the

2$ predistorted OFDM signal. Input 5 thus inserts the test signal into the OFDM signal at certain

times, so that the test signal is available instead of the OFDM signal at these times. These

times are preset, e.g., every hour or once a day. This measurement is performed before the

actual operation of the transmitter according to the present invention and is then continued at

preset times during operation ofthe transmitter.

25

In DAB, a zero symbol is provided for synchronization at the start ofthe DAB frame with

which the DAB signals are transmitted. Figure 2 shows a DAB frame. A synchronization

channel 40 at the start ofthe DAB frame has the zero symbol. In a fast information channel

41, information regarding the multiplex and other service information is transmitted. A main

30 service channel 42 has the data to be transmitted such as audio programs and/or multimedia

data.

The test signal is input into this zero symbol so that no other data transmitted in the DAB
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frame is overwritten. It is acceptable for a synchronization symbol to overwrite the zero

symbol of a DAB frame with a test signal because synchronization cannot be expected to

stop after one frame because such input is relatively rare, as mentioned above. The test

signal, which is also complex, is generated by a signal generator 13. Signal generator 13 has

5 two data outputs leading to input 5. Input 5 thus receives the test signal from signal generator

1 3 over its third and fourth data inputs. Signal generator 1 3 is a conventional oscillator for

generating sinusoidal oscillations. As an alternative, the test signal may also be input

upstream from the predistorter. This point is explained in greater detail below.

1 0 The test signal must meet the following requirements. First, the test signal must not be

filtered by a module ofthe amplifier; therefore, a very low frequency is used for the test

signal. In addition, another condition is that the test signal has a constant envelope. The

C-f amplitudes of a test signal thus have the same value, so that the envelope, which is pulled

*
Ij from one maximum value to the next in the positive and negative ranges, is a parallel to the

l| abscissa, which represents the time axis. This permits a simple determination ofthe transfer

f

:r

\ behavior ofthe amplifier by such a test signal. A sinusoidal oscillation exhibits such

=!S behavior.

The OFDM signal having the test signal input into it goes as a complex signal over the first

20 and second data outputs from input 5 to one digital-analog converter 30 and 35, converting

11 the components ofthe complex signal into analog signals which then go to a quadrature

modulator 6. The complex OFDM signal having the test signal input into it is converted by

quadrature modulator 6 into a real signal. Complex signal y(t) is described mathematically

with the following equation:

25

y(t) = a{t)+jb(t)

and is converted to a real signal x(t) by the following procedure:

30 x(t) + a(t)co${6)t) - b(t)sm(&t)

where co is a frequency by which the OFDM signal is converted to an intermediate frequency
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by upmixing.

Quadrature modulator 6 is followed by upmixer 7, with the real OFDM signal being

converted to the intermediate frequency range. Uprnixer 7 therefore has an oscillator to

5 generate the frequency by which the OFDM signal is to be shifted.

The OFDM signal converted to the intermediate frequency is sent to amplifier 8 after

upmixing 7, or it is amplified according to the transfer characteristic of amplifier 8. After

amplifier 8, the OFDM signals go first to an antenna 9 which transmits them, and they also

10 go to a downmixer 10 which reduces the amplified signal back to a baseband. This

component of the OFDM signal is thus fed back. This component is of course very small in

comparison with the component that is sent, for example, it may amount to less than one

p percent, because most ofthe signal energy is used for transmitting the OFDM signals. After

feedback, the OFDM signal is output with a directional coupler. The directional coupler has

t$ two lines which are positioned so as to permit electromagnetic output of signal energy from

H one line to the other line.

The baseband is the frequency range in which data is generated. After downmixer 10, a

yi complex signal is generated again from the real signal in a quadrature modulator, so that

2Q quadrature modulator 1 1 has two data outputs, one analog-digital converter 3 1 and 32

11 connected to each to digitize the complex signal components. The digitized signals then go to

measurement module 12.

Over its first and second data inputs, measurement module 12 thus receives the OFDM signal

25 with the input test signal amplified by amplifier 8. Over its third and fourth data inputs,

measurement module 12 receives the OFDM signal having the input test signal from the first

and second data outputs of input 5. The OFDM signal having the input test signal carried

from input 5 to measurement module 12 is stored temporarily in measurement module 12

until the same OFDM signal having the input test signal is sent from quadrature demodulator

30 1 1 to measurement module 12. This permits a comparison of the input test signal upstream

and downstream from amplifier 8. The transfer characteristic of amplifier 8 is determined by

this comparison according to absolute value and phase as a function of the input amplitudes.

To perform the synchronization, measurement module 12 is connected by its fifth data input
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to a third data output of signal generator 1 3, so that measurement module 12 is notified when

a test signal is generated. Measurement module 12 has a data output connected to a second

data input of predistorter 4, so that predistorter 4 predistorts signals coming from the OFDM

modulator according to the transfer characteristic of amplifier 8 which has been sent.

5 Measurement module 12 operates only when a test signal has been input. A processor

controls signal generator 13 when the test signal is generated.

Figure 3 shows a method according to the present invention for transmitting signals over

wireless channels. Data is generated in step 14. This takes place by way of a microphone, as

10 described above. However, other data sources are also possible, including a computer with a

keyboard. Source coding is performed in step 15, with redundancy which is not necessary for

reconstruction of the speech data in the receiver being removed from the speech signals. In

I :

| step 16, modulation of the data stream after source coding 15 is performed, differential phase

A modulation being performed here as described above.

(|

In step 17, the data stream is distributed among various subcarriers by OFDM modulation. In

J- step 18, predistortion is performed according to the transfer characteristic of amplifier 8. In

step 19, a test signal is generated. In step 20, the test signal is input into the predistorted

\ ^ OFDM signal at certain times, namely at the location ofthe zero symbol. In step 43, a

2Q digital-analog conversion ofthe OFDM signal having the test signal is performed. In step 21,

quadrature modulation is performed to obtain a real signal from the complex signal.

In step 22, the real signal is converted into the intermediate frequency. In step 23,

amplification of the converted signal is performed by amplifier 8. In step 24, the amplified

25 signal is sent, while a portion of the amplified signal is again mixed down in step 25 and

converted back to a complex signal a quadrature demodulator in step 26. Analog-digital

conversion of the complex signal is performed in step 44, so that the same test signal that was

input and the test signal sent through amplifier 8 can be compared in step 27 to determine the

transfer characteristic of amplifier 8. If no test signal is input, the method ends here. In step

30 28 the predistorter is adjusted according to the transfer characteristic of amplifier 8 thus

determined. The method ends with step 29.

The amplitude of the test signal which is input in various DAB frames is increased
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incrementally to completely run through the characteristic of amplifier 8. The entire transfer

characteristic of amplifier 8 is thus determined.

As an alternative, a test signal having an envelope that is not constant is input into the OFDM

signal. The envelope of the test signal is adjusted so that the control settings of amplifier 8

are fully adjusted. The transfer characteristic of amplifier 8 is determined by samples of this

test signal.

In an alternative, the test signal can be input upstream from predistorter 4, in which case

predistorter 4 is loaded with constant values, so that predistorter 4 then has a known effect on

the signal which can be calculated out. Ideally, predistorter 4 does not then alter the signal.
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